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PHRASAL VERBS

1.

ask for

2.

back up

3.

blow up

4.

blow out

5.

break away

6.

break out

7.

break through

8.

break in

9.

break up

10.

break down

11.

break into

12.

break off

13.

bring about

14.

bring out

15.

bring up

16.

call off

17.

call by

18.

call on / upon

19.

call for

20.

call in

21.

call out

22.

care for

23.

carry on (with)

24.

carry out

25.

catch up (with)
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26.

catch on

27.

check out

28.

check in

29.

cheer up

30.

clear up

31.

come across

32.

come about

33.

come before

34.

come along

35.

come around / round

36.

come at

37.

come into

38.

come off

39.

come out

40.

come to

41.

come up with

42.

come upon

43.

come by

44.

come down with

45.

come down to

46.

count on

47.

cover up

48.

cross out

49.

cut down (on)

50.

do without
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76.

get away with

77.

get behind (with)

78.

get by

79.

get down

80.

get down to

81.

get off

82.

get out

83.

get over

84.

get up

85.

get to

86.

get through

87.

get in

88.

give out

89.

give up

90.

give away

91.

give in

92.

give off

93.

go for

94.

go against

95.

go ahead

96.

go down with

97.

go by

98.

go after

99.

go off

100. go through
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126. let down
127. let off
128. let in / into
129. let out
130. live on
131. live with
132. look to
133. look up
134. look after
135. look back on
136. look down on
137. look forward to
138. look up to
139. look for
140. look in (on)
141. look on
142. look out (for)
143. look over
144. look into
145. look round / around
146. look through
147. make out
148. make up
149. make up for
150. make for
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201. stay out (of)
202. stay up
203. straighten out
204. switch on
205. switch off
206. take back
207. take for
208. take apart
209. take down
210. take in
211.

take over

212. take after
213. take away
214. take on
215. take off
216. take out
217. take up
218. talk into
219. talk out of
220. tear down
221. tear off
222. tell off
223. tell apart
224. throw up
225. track down
15
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PHRASAL VERBS session 1
1.

ask for

: istemek, rica etmek / request

* He asked for more money to finance his project.

2.

back up

: desteklemek / suppport

* All the evidence backs up the man’s story.

3.

blow up

: patlamak, patlatmak / explode, make something
explode

* Terrorists blew up the government building yesterday.
: şişirmek / inflate
* The children blew up lots of balloons for the festival.

4.

blow out

: üfleyip söndürmek, sönmek / extinguish, stop burning

* The kid blew out all the candles on his birthday cake.
* If you open the window, the flames will blow out.
: patlamak / deflate
* I was driving on the motorway when one of the tyres blew out.

5.

break away

: kaçmak / escape

* The police grabbed the thief, but he managed to break away.
: ayrılmak / leave
* Some politicians have broken away from the Labour Party.
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6.

break out

: başlamak / start

* Millions will be killed if a war breaks out.
: kaçmak / escape
* Two robbers broke out of prison last month.
7.

break through

: yarıp geçmek / penetrate

* The protesters managed to break through the police cordon.
: ortaya çıkmak, belirmek / appear
* The sun broke through the clouds.

8.

break in

: bir yere zorla girmek / intrude

* The thieves broke in after the family had left their mansion.
: sözünü kesmek, lafa karışmak / interrupt
* Don’t break in while your teacher is talking.
9.

break up

: sona ermek / end

* The meeting didn’t break up until after midnight.
: ilişkiyi sonlandırmak, ayrılmak / leave
* She’s just broken up with her boyfriend.
: parçalara ayrılmak, parçalamak / separate, disintegrate
* The mirror broke up when it fell on the ground.
10.

break down

: bozulmak / stop working

* The washing machine breaks down frequently.
: ağlamak, kendini kaybetmek / start crying
* The people broke down with tears when they heard the news of his death.
: sağlığın bozulması / collapse due to illness or fatigue,
fail
* My father’s health simply broke down after years of strenuous work.
Dilko Yayınları
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11.

break into

: zorla içeri girmek / intrude, breach

* A house was broken into last night.
: araya girmek, sözünü kesmek / interrupt
* The secretary broke into the discussion suddenly.

12.

break off

: koparmak / detach

* The children broke a branch of the young tree.
: bitirmek, sonlandırmak / terminate
* The United States threatened to break off diplomatic relations.

13.

bring about

: sebep olmak, yol açmak / cause to happen

* The storms brought about serious problems in the city.

14.

bring out

: üretmek / produce

* Next year, the company will bring out a low-priced car.
: yayınlamak, basmak / publish
* The publishing house is going to bring out a new gardening book.
: ortaya çıkarmak / emphasize, highlight
* This scarf brings out the colour of your hair.

15.

bring up

: yetiştirmek / raise, nurture

* He was brought up by his uncle.
: bahsetmek / mention
* Some issues will be brought up in the next meeting.
: kusmak / vomit
* The baby brought up what he ate.
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16.

call off

: iptal etmek / cancel

* The search was called off because of the snow.

17.

call by

: uğramak / visit

* He will call by on his way to school.

18.

call on / upon

: ziyaret etmek / visit

* I should call on my aunt more often.
: resmi olarak birisinden birşeyi yapmasını istemek /
demand officially
* The opposition party called on the government to lower the taxes.

19.

call for

: gerektirmek / require

* The current situation calls for great struggle.
: rica etmek, istemek / ask for, request
* People are calling for a ban on the production of GM foods.

20.

call in

: ziyaret etmek / visit

* Would you call in at the post office to get my package?
: birisini çağırmak ve yardım istemek / ask, consult
* I called in a construction firm to finish the repairs in my farmhouse.
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21.

call out

: bağırmak, seslenmek / shout

* He called out to me to stop.
: devreye sokmak, göreve çağırmak / summon into
service
* The Governor called out the army to stop the riot.

22.

care for

: bakımını üstlenmek / look after

* She is an old woman and has no one to care for her.
: sevmek, istemek / like, want
* I don’t care much for chocolate.

23.

carry on (with) : devam etmek / continue
* We can’t carry on our work due to the bad weather.

24.

carry out

: yürütmek, uygulamak / perform

* An investigation is being carried out by the police.

25.

catch up (with) : yetişmek, yakalamak / approach
* If you don’t slow down, the others can’t catch up.
: aynı seviyeye gelmek / reach the same standard and
level
* He has to study hard to catch up with the rest of us.
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Exercise 1

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal
verbs from the box.
bringt about
back up

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

carry on
call in

Complete each sentence meaningfully with one of the phrasal
verbs from the box.

blow out
break in

2.

break out
break up

A group of terrorists threatened to ________ the embassy if their demands
were not met by the British authorities.
The storm is so powerful that if the boat got any close to the shore, it would
certainly ________on the rocks.
A war is unlikely to ________ as long as the balance of power is
maintained in the area.
The suspect claimed he was somewhere else when the incident happened,
but he wasn’t able to ________ his statements with evidence.
The history of socialism has its origins in the French Revolution of 1789
and the changes _________ by the Industrial Revolution.
My flight was ________this morning because of the storm which affected a
large geographic area in the U.S.
We couldn’t ________ our conversation with our neighbour because of the
noise coming from the construction site.
I would be very pleased if you ________ at the grocery on your way home
and picked up my order.

Exercise 2

1.

call off
blow up

break away
carry out

ask for
bring up

break off
care for

According to the police investigation, the burglars tried to ________ the
museum through a rear window.
The children saw their mother call them but they didn’t seem willing to
________ their game to listen to her little speech.
I couldn’t light the cigarette as the wind ________ the match.
Because her parents had to travel frequently due to their jobs, Lisa was
________ by her grandmother.
Anna tried to ________ but she failed as her father held her tight.
If I’m offered an option, I will ________ more vacation time instead of a pay
rise for the coming year.
The boss was very angry when he returned since his duties hadn’t been
________.
My sister has been ________ our old mother since she had a stroke.
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Exercise 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Underline the correct phrasal verb in each sentence.

Everyone in the committee was sad to see such a successful organization
break up / call off over such a trivial affair.
When the rebel forces had called in / blown up the main railway station,
they got the control of the city.
While the board was having an important meeting, the secretary broke in /
cared for and said there was an urgent call for one of the managers.
My father wants to carry on / call at working after he is sixty, but I guess
he will be forced to retire due to his illness.
The singer is planning to call on / bring out a new album of songs
collected on his journey around India.
If a person brings up / breaks away frequently, his kidneys may be
impaired.

Exercise 4

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct preposition.
about

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

into

out

up

off

through

We left an hour before Jim and Mike, but they drove very fast and caught
________ quickly.
The attackers couldn’t break ________ the thick walls of the fort, so the
siege lasted for months.
Last week, the rock star’s home in Los Angeles was broken ________
while he was on his tour in Miami.
Since one of the tyres blew ________, Maria lost control of her car and hit
a tree.
Because it has been snowing for a couple of days in the city, several
football matches have been called ________.
Historically a part of Lancashire, the urbanisation and expansion of
Liverpool were both largely brought ________ by the city’s status as a
major port.
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Exercise 5

Fill in the blanks appropriately using the correct verb in the box.
bring

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

call off
C) try

D) produce

B) vomit

C) require

D) intrude

B) visit

C) continue

D) perform

B) force

C) penetrate

D) explode

carry out
A) terminate

4.

B) yell

break into
A) detach

3.

break (X2)

Choose the synonyms of the phrasal verbs.

A) cancel
2.

back

You should drink this wine as it ________ out the spicy flavour of the meat.
We could ________ on our aunt after dinner if we have some more time.
It is generally not culturally acceptable to ________ into a conversation.
I just thought I would ________ by on my way into town then I changed my
mind.
The scientist’s claims about the origin of this virus have been ________ up
by recent research.
When our car ________ down because of an engine problem caused by a
filter leak, we had to push it off the road.

Exercise 6
1.

call (X2)

blow up
A) escape
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251. Instead of butter, I always ---- margarine or a low-fat spread.
A) back up
C) call out

B) go for
D) come to
E) hear of

252. If you keep working at this rate, you could ---- with a heart attack.
A) give in
C) wind up

B) look up to
D) send for
E) break away

253. The sudden breeze made the candles ---- and suddenly the room became
dark.
A) make out
C) set off

B) take in
D) blow out
E) pay off

254. Forensic scientists are ---- the victim’s flat in a search for clues about
the murderer.
A) looking down on
C) going over

B) running out
D) wiping out
E) pointing out

255. I couldn’t understand why I was ---- like that in front of everybody. I felt
extremely humiliated.
A) pulled through
C) dropped off

B) taken down
D) handed over
E) put down
151
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256. You should ---- a chair and come sit next to me so I’ll tell you all about
what happened.
A) draw up
C) pull down

B) take over
D) pass out
E) lay off

257. As she had a poor eyesight, my grandmother ---- her glasses to read the
letter.
A) got down
C) came along

B) brought out
D) put on
E) went by

258. I ---- several old friends when I went back to my hometown.
A) checked out
C) got through

B) went over
D) put off
E) ran across

259. You must ---- the shoes to see if they fit; otherwise, you have to bring
them back.
A) get over
C) turn into

B) try on
D) wear off
E) show off

260. The company he works for has recently been ---- by a multi-national
group and he is now afraid of losing his job.
A) fallen out
C) watched out

B) pulled out
D) taken over
E) worked out
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15
281. The South African War, also known as the Boer War, ---- in 1900 after
the English discovered diamonds and other mineral resources in these
lands.
A) turned into
C) drew back

B) stood out
D) broke out
E) came by

282. In a newspaper the editorials are ---- before publication, and the editors
have the right to publish or not publish once an editorial is submitted.
A) hung up
C) kept on

B) dropped in
D) passed out
E) looked over

283. Tourism conference in New York was ---- due to the attack on the Twin
Towers on the 11th of September in 2001.
A) wiped out
C) called off

B) put aside
D) looked back on
E) set out

284. At the end of the competition the medals were ----, and the Zimbabwean
Team walked away with three bronze medals and an unofficial fourth
place out of eleven countries.
A) showed up
C) counted on

B) run over
D) got out
E) handed out

285. If you are looking for a telephone number, either it can be supplied by
the directory inquiries or can be ---- in the telephone book.
A) gone against
C) caught on

B) cleared up
D) looked up
E) broken off
157
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286. After the European immigrants settled in America, Native Americans
---- many hardships, such as giving up land, and having to change their
culture.
A) cheered up
C) fell out

B) went through
D) gave out
E) passed away

287. The suspect was jailed for investigation three months ago after he killed
a bar customer who ---- him with a knife.
A) came down with
C) took after

B) went off
D) came at
E) checked out

288. Solar powered fans, which can be installed in attics, are designed for
energy conservation and they automatically ---- when there is enough
sunlight.
A) give away
C) hear about

B) bring up
D) turn on
E) look after

289. There are only about 300 North Atlantic Whales, and every year a few are
---- by ships or wrapped up and killed by fishing gear.
A) looked to
C) thrown away

B) run down
D) put up with
E) taken over

290. Pockets were first made when the purse carriers realized that if they
kept their purses inside their trousers, it would deter the pick-pockets
by making it more difficult to ---- them.
A) lay off
C) let down

B) look up to
D) wear out
E) get at
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291. The wind piles up sand around the Great Sphinx of Egypt, which is in
a hot, dry desert, and often sand has to be ---- so it will not cover the
Sphinx.
A) let off
C) taken away

B) handed in
D) gone on
E) seen to

292. If your neighbours start making noise, you can try ---- the police and
request that they visit the neighbours and ask for the nuisance to cease.
A) calling out
C) bringing up

B) keeping up
D) standing for
E) telling apart

293. When a mirror is fixed to a wall with the incorrect adhesive, it might ---and cause someone to suffer a severe cut.
A) pick up
C) find out

B) take off
D) come away
E) run into

294. In a dramatic rescue, a 2-year-old boy was ---- alive Wednesday after
four days trapped inside his family’s minivan, buried by an earthquakeinduced landslide.
A) pulled out
C) stood for

B) turned into
D) blown up
E) fallen to

295. If you don’t treat depression as an illness and get yourself ---- by a
physician or psychiatrist, you run the risk of leaving a serious illness
undiagnosed.
A) broken up
C) run out

B) made for
D) held up
E) checked out
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296. My workmates and I feel very happy when an old employee or customer
of ours ---- to have a chat.
A) cuts down
C) goes against

B) drops in
D) hands over
E) checks in

297. Many scientists claim that the main resource the world is going to ---because of the overpopulation is water.
A) bring up
C) run out of

B) call off
D) calm down
E) figure out

298. I don’t mind being over-protected because I am the youngest after 3
brothers but it really ---- me when my brothers tell me who I should or
should not talk to.
A) gets to
C) gets along

B) comes off
D) falls behind
E) looks after

299. After the construction of the Berlin Wall many families were ---- and were
not reunited until 1989, when the Wall was pulled down.
A) brought out
C) got over

B) called in
D) come upon
E) taken apart

300. Some companies have ---- several thousand used computers to schools,
universities, and libraries around the country.
A) given away
C) cheered up
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B) run after
D) let down
E) gone through
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301. If you are working at a company and some of your key employees ---- an
illness, the result of this can sometimes be catastrophic.
A) look forward to
C) go down with

B) keep up with
D) get away with
E) catch up with

302. I ---- a beautiful poem in this book, which I want you to read.
A) went by
C) handed in

B) came upon
D) turned out
E) took down

303. The man ---- at the hotel under a false name in order not to be caught by
the police.
A) pulled through
C) came across

B) looked for
D) went for
E) checked in

304. When a friend of mine ---- a fortune, instead of spending it on luxury
items, he used it to finance expeditions of geographical exploration.
A) handed in
C) gave out

B) came into
D) counted on
E) worked out

305. In spite of the widespread opposition, the government ---- imposing new
taxes.
A) carried on
C) took down

B) put across
D) looked up
E) passed away
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396. It is difficult to find anyone who hasn’t ---- HIV since most of us know it
has reached epidemic proportions across the globe.
A) gone after
C) looked for

B) hung up
D) held on
E) heard of

397. My father always ---- me when I am depressed and tries to do anything
for me when I need help.
A) turns off
C) takes in

B) stands by
D) wears out
E) gives out

398. The boat-manufacturing industry had huge declines in orders for boats
and ---- many workers in order to compensate the profit loss.
A) laid off
C) brought up

B) took up
D) ran into
E) carried on

399. When lake levels are high, boaters ought to ---- logs and other debris
from shore that have washed into the lake.
A) put out
C) drop out

B) get behind with
D) watch out for
E) call on

400. Every child needs someone to ---- and copy.
A) take down
C) run across

B) look up to
D) hold on
E) give in
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session 1

session 2

session 3

session 4

exercise 1
1. blow up
2. break up
3. break out
4. back up
5. brought about
6. called off
7. carry on
8. called in

exercise 1
1. catch on
2. check out
3. clear up
4. came across
5. came about
6. comes along
7. comes around
8. came out

exercise 1
1. fill out
2. find out
3. drop out
4. dozed off
5. drawn up
6. fell apart
7. figure out
8. filled in

exercise 1
1. given away
2. giving up
3. went against
4. get behind
5. give in
6. gives off
7. goes for
8. went by

exercise 2
1. break in
2. break off
3. blew out
4. brought up
5. break away
6. ask for
7. carried out
8. caring for

exercise 2
1. check in
2. comes before
3. come into
4. came off
5. came up with
6. came by
7. come down with
8. counting on

exercise 2
1. fill out
2. dropped off
3. fell off
4. fallen behind
5. dropped in
6. do away with
7. drew back
8. filled up

exercise 2
1. went off
2. got away with
3. went against
4. go ahead
5. goes down with
6. going after
7. going through
8. get by

exercise 3
1. break up
2. blown up
3. broke in
4. carry on
5. bring out
6. brings up

exercise 3
1. cleared up
2. check out
3. catch on
4. coming alone
5. coming around
6. coming off

exercise 3
1. find out
2. get along
3. fell off
4. get across
5. fell out
6. fill in

exercise 3
1. gave away
2. getting behind
3. gave up
4. gave in
5. got through
6. get down

exercise 4
1. up
2. through
3. into
4. out
5. off
6. about

exercise 4
1. up
2. around
3. at
4. out
5. up
6. without

exercise 4
1. off
2. behind
3. up
4. out
5. up
6. to

exercise 4
1. by
2. off
3. through
4. down
5. off
6. over

exercise 5
1. brings
2. call
3. break
4. call
5. backed
6. broke

exercise 5
1. come
2. came
3. Cross
4. cutting
5. count
6. do

exercise 5
1. fall
2. figure
3. getting
4. getting
5. drop
6. fell

exercise 5
1. went
2. give
3. get
4. going
5. get
6. give

exercise 6
1A 2D 3D 4D

exercise 6
1B 2D 3C 4B

exercise 6
1B 2A 3D 4A

exercise 6
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session 5

session 6

session 7

session 8

exercise 1
1. hold up
2. handed in
3. goes up
4. went over
5. hanging on
6. headed for
7. held off
8. keep out

exercise 1
1. let off
2. live on
3. looked after
4. looked up
5. look forward to
6. look for
7. make out
8. looked on

exercise 1
1. paid off
2. pulled through
3. rule out
4. picked up
5. run down
6. pulled out
7. put on
8. passed out

exercise 1
1. ran into
2. ran out of
3. see about
4. see to
5. send for
6. setting up
7. set out
8. sorted out

exercise 2
1. gone on
2. hand out
3. hangs out
4. hung up
5. hold on
6. holding up
7. keeping up with
8. heard from

exercise 2
1. let in
2. let out
3. made up
4. looked down on
5. looking into
6. look back on
7. look in
8. look out for

exercise 2
1. pay for
2. paid back
3. piled up
4. pulled down
5. pull off
6. put out
7. put up with
8. pointed out

exercise 2
1. running after
2. set off
3. sends out
4. showing off
5. ran over
6. sold out
7. show up
8. settle down

exercise 3
1. go up
2. goes on
3. went over
4. heard of
5. hand in
6. keep away

exercise 3
1. live on
2. looking for
3. looked after
4. live with
5. make out
6. looked over

exercise 3
1. paid off
2. pick up
3. pull out
4. run down
5. ripped off
6. put on

exercise 3
1. ran into
2. ran over
3. set up
4. shut up
5. sneaked out
6. set off

exercise 4
1. up
2. off
3. off
4. to
5. up
6. on

exercise 4
1. down
2. off
3. up
4. into
5. around
6. through

exercise 4
1. through
2. for
3. aside
4. off
5. forward
6. out

exercise 4
1. up
2. off
3. out
4. away
5. out
6. for

exercise 5
1. held
2. keep
3. hangs
4. keep
5. heard
6. left

exercise 5
1. let
2. look
3. look
4. make
5. living
6. made

exercise 5
1. pay
2. picked
3. piling
4. pull
5. put
6. put

exercise 5
1. run
2. run
3. sign
4. sneak
5. standing
6. stands

exercise 6

exercise 6

exercise 6

exercise 6

1B 2D 3A 4D

1A 2A 3D 4B

1D 2A 3D 4A

1B 2A 3D 4A
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session 9

session 10

exercise 1
1. took down
2. taken over
3. takes after
4. taking away
5. taking on
6. took off
7. takes back
8. stayed out

exercise 1
1. try out
2. turn into
3. turned up
4. turned in
5. used up
6. turn out
7. turned away
8. turned on

exercise 2
1. stayed up
2. switches on
3. taken in
4. take on
5. took off
6. took out
7. taken up
8. told off

exercise 2
1. tried on
2. turn off
3. turned over
4. wake up
5. warm up
6. worn out
7. worn off
8. watch out for

exercise 3
1. straightened out
2. taken in
3. took over
4. torn down
5. threw up
6. take away

exercise 3
1. turn down
2. turn up
3. turned out
4. washed away
5. wear out
6. wound up

exercise 4
1. off
2. back
3. apart
4. out
5. out
6. into

exercise 4
1. in
2. over
3. in
4. up
5. out
6. up

exercise 5
1. straightened
2. stayed
3. took
4. taken
5. talked
6. telling

exercise 5
1. turn
2. wake
3. warn
4. zip
5. wipe
6. wears

exercise 6

exercise 6

1D 2A 3A 4B

1D 2A 3A 4B
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TEST 1
1.

E

2.

A

3.

B

4.

E

5.

A

6.

D

7.

E

8.

D

9.

A

10.

D

11.

B

12.

C

13.

D

14.

E

15.

D

16.

C

17.

E

18.

B

19.

D

20.

A

TEST 2

TEST 4

92.

E

D

93.

C

62.

A

94.

B

D

63.

D

95.

E

36.

D

64.

A

96.

D

37.

C

65.

E

97.

D

38.

A

66.

B

98.

C

39.

E

67.

C

99.

E

40.

B

68.

D

100. E

69.

A

70.

C

71.

B

TEST 6

32.

E

33.

A

61.

34.

B

35.

TEST 3
41.

C

72.

A

101. A

42.

A

73.

D

102. B

43.

E

74.

E

103. C

44.

B

75.

A

104. D

45.

D

76.

C

105. E

46.

C

77.

B

106. C

47.

A

78.

D

107. E

48.

B

79.

A

108. B

49.

D

80.

C

109. A

50.

C

110. D

51.

D

111. D

52.

E

53.

A

81.

B

113. C

54.

C

82.

D

114. E

55.

D

83.

C

115. B

56.

B

84.

E

116. B

57.

A

85.

A

117. D

58.

C

86.

C

118. A

59.

D

87.

B

119. C

60.

D

88.

D

120. E

TEST 5

21.

C

22.

B

23.

B

24.

D

25.

A

26.

A

27.

B

28.

C

29.

C

89.

B

30.

D

90.

C

31.

E

91.

A
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112. C

PHRASAL VERBS

TEST 7

151. E

TEST 10

121. B

152. C

181. B

212. E

122. A

153. E

182. D

213. C

123. B

154. A

183. B

214. B

124. C

155. B

184. C

215. B

125. C

156. B

185. E

216. A

126. D

157. E

186. B

217. C

127. E

158. D

187. E

218. C

128. B

159. C

188. B

219. B

129. B

160. E

189. D

220. C

130. A
131. D

211. D

190. B
191. B

132. C

TEST 9

133. C

161. A

193. B

134. E

162. D

194. E

221. D

135. B

163. D

195. A

222. E

136. B

164. E

196. C

223. D

137. A

165. B

197. C

224. B

138. A

166. A

198. E

225. B

139. D

167. E

199. A

226. A

140. E

168. C

200. B

227. E

192. D

TEST 12

169. A

228. A

170. B

229. B

171. A

230. E

TEST 8

172. C

TEST 11

141. E

173. E

201. A

232. C

142. C

174. B

202. B

233. C

143. B

175. E

203. A

234. B

144. C

176. A

204. D

235. A

145. D

177. E

205. E

236. E

146. B

178. B

206. C

237. D

147. A

179. C

207. C

238. C

148. D

180. B

208. E

239. B

149. E

209. B

240. B

150. E

210. A
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231. D
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